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Adjusted Employment-to-Population Ratio as an Indicator of Labor Market Strength

I. Introduction
In conjunction with the number of new payroll jobs generated, the unemployment rate
(UR) is eagerly anticipated each month as arguably the most important measure of the strength of
the labor market. The UR indicates what percent of the labor force (those who want jobs) is
unable to find a job. In a strong labor market, the UR declines, suggesting movement toward full
employment. Even the Federal Reserve, in pursuit of its dual mandate of stable prices and
maximum employment, relies heavily on the UR as an indicator of movement toward maximum
employment. Use of the UR acknowledges that a sustainable notion of maximum employment
has to somehow take into account the willingness of individuals to work.
In the post-Great Recession economy, however, there have been calls to pay closer
attention to the movement in the employment-to-population ratio (EPOP), as opposed to the UR,
as a measure of labor market strength.1 As can be seen in Figure 1, which of these statistics one
focused on was a nonissue prior to the Great Recession—the EPOP and the UR moved in almost
perfect (inverse) lockstep with each other. Since the end of the Great Recession, however, there
appears to be a disconnect; the UR has fallen dramatically, indicating a strengthening of the labor
market, but the EPOP has barely budged, suggesting to some that the UR is no longer a useful
indicator of labor market strength. The purpose of this paper is not to argue for the use of the UR
over EPOP as an indicator of labor market strength, but rather, propose a methodology for
adjusting the EPOP in a way that accounts for individual willingness to work. The unadjusted

1

See Bivens (2014), Shierholz (2014), Lazear (2013), Albanesi et al. (2012), and Trasci and
Mowry (2009). An alternate view of the usefulness of EPOP as an indicator of labor market
strength after the Great Recession is offered by Kapan and Tracy (2014).
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EPOP may still be preferred when assessing resource utilization of the nation's human capital.2
But as a measure of labor market strength, the adjusted EPOP provides a more accurate picture.
[Figure 1 here]

II. The EPOP Decomposed
As a raw statistic, the EPOP reflects the percent of the total population (POP) (or some
segment of the population of interest) that is employed (E). The EPOP can also be expressed as
the product of the employment rate (ER, or one minus the unemployment rate) and the labor
force participation rate (LFPR), which is the total labor force (LF) divided by the population:
!

!

!"
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= !"! × !"!! = 𝐸𝑅!   ×  𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅! .3
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!

The direction and relative movements of ER and LFPR will dictate in what direction the EPOP
will move. This decomposition makes it clear that movements in the EPOP can be driven by
movements in the LFPR, rather than by movements in the ER.
In order to be employed, one must want/seek a job. Ignoring changes in labor force
participation (stemming either from changes in demographics or changes in behavior) biases the
EPOP as a measure of labor market strength. In other words, the probability of anyone in the
population having a job is not the statistic of interest for determining labor market strength, but
rather, the probability of anyone in the population who wants a job is. That’s the appeal of the
UR—it indicates the share of those who want jobs who are unable to find one. This paper
proposes a methodology to adjust the probability of employment within the population by the
probability of being a labor force participant (wanting a job) in order to obtain an adjustment to
2

Discussion of the usefulness of the EPOP as a measure of labor utilization can be found in
Robertson (2014).
3
See McCarthy and Potter (2012) for how the pieces of this decomposed EPOP have evolved
over previous recessions and recoveries.
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the EPOP with which to assess labor market strength. Relying merely on the raw EPOP
confounds movement in the probability of employment with movements in labor force
participation.
Movement in the adjusted EPOP proposed here closely follows movement in the
employment rate (ER), since the ER conditions the employment outcome (through selection) on
labor force participation. The advantage of modeling movement in the EPOP, as opposed to
modeling movement in the ER, is the ability to disentangle movements in individual
demographics and labor supply behavior from employment outcomes at the population level (not
merely among those in the labor force).4 The analysis doesn't tell us anything we didn't already
know from the decomposition above—the stagnation in the EPOP since the Great Recession
results from labor force participation falling at the same rate as the employment rate is rising.
However, the adjusted EPOP does give us a measure of labor market strength stripped of
confounding labor supply decisions that suggests employment probabilities are back up to
prerecession levels.

II. Modeling EPOP
The basic strategy of modeling EPOP so that it can be used as an indicator of labor
market strength is to estimate individual probability of employment as a function of month/year
indicators, then to enhance the model, first with individual characteristics and then with the
individual's propensity to be in the labor force. The coefficients on the month/year indicators
4

Using appropriate statistical corrections for selection into the labor market (e.g., Heckman
1979), one can generate a population estimate from modeling the ER. In addition, one could
think about modeling EPOP as a problem of censored data (independent variables are observed
for all observations, but the dependent variable, employment, is only observed for those in the
labor force), whereas modeling ER can be thought of as a problem of truncated data (both
independent and dependent variables are only observed for those in the labor force).
3

from the unadjusted model closely fit the raw EPOP statistic. However, these coefficients, as
indicators of population employment outcomes, or labor market strength, can be viewed as
suffering from omitted variable bias, as all of the individual characteristics and the individual's
probability of labor force participation remain in the error term and are arguably significantly
correlated with the month/year indicators of EPOP.5 After describing the data used for the
analysis, details of the modeling process will be presented.
A. The Data
The monthly Current Population Survey (CPS) from November 1999 through December
2013 is used to obtain demographic and labor market information related to the civilian
noninstitutional 16-years-and-older population in the United States. Roughly 60,000 households
are interviewed each month and provide information about labor market (and other) activity
during the week that includes the 12th of the month. Responses to this survey are used by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) to report the national employment situation for households,
including the official UR, each month. Using the basic population weight, these national statistics
can be replicated fairly accurately.6
Figure 2 illustrates the EPOP, the UR, and the labor force participation rate (LFPR)
reported by the BLS each month from November 1999 through December 2013, along with the
same series constructed using the weighted monthly CPS survey data that are used for the
analysis in this paper. Figure 2 illustrates that we are able to replicate the officially reported
series very closely.

5

Indeed, in his seminal solution for obtaining population estimates from a selected sample,
Heckman (1979) frames the problem as one of omitted variable bias.
6
Concerns have been raised about the accuracy of responses to questions in the CPS used to
classify a person's labor market status (see Kudlyak and Lange 2014). All the analysis in this
paper assumes that an individual's labor market status is accurately recorded.
4

[Figure 2 here]
B. The Basic Model
The EPOP in any given month is merely the average number of people in the population
who are employed. This differs from the UR, or the employment rate (ER), in that the
denominator in the calculation is the population, rather than the labor force. In other words, the
EPOP in time period t for a population of size 𝑁!"! is simply calculated as follows:
𝐸𝑃𝑂𝑃! = !

!

!"!

!!"!
𝐸𝑀𝑃!" ,
!!!

(2)

where 𝐸𝑀𝑃!" =1 if person i is employed at time t, 0 otherwise. EPOP can be thought of as the
average joint probability of employment and labor force participation within the population. It is
the joint probability because observing someone as employed necessarily requires that a person
has first decided he or she wants a job (i.e., is in the labor force).
The aggregate EPOP can also be generated in a regression framework by modeling
individual (i) employment at time t, 𝐸𝑀𝑃!" , as a function of a set of month/year time indicators,
𝑚𝑦! , as follows:7
𝐸𝑀𝑃!" = 𝛿! +

!
!!! 𝛿! 𝑚𝑦!

+ 𝑒!" .

(3)

Aggregate 𝐸𝑃𝑂𝑃! is then constructed by adding 𝛿! , t=2 to T, to the raw, observed EPOP value
for t=1. The result is depicted in Figure 3, panel (a); with some minor deviations, the estimated
month/year indicator coefficients reflect the average of 𝐸𝑀𝑃!" in any given time period, which is
simply the nonseasonally adjusted 𝐸𝑃𝑂𝑃! (see equation 2).
[Figure 3 here]
7

The desire to deseasonalize individual employment outcomes means that estimating the
employment equation via OLS as a linear probability model, as opposed to as a probit or logit, is
preferred; the deseasonalized value of 𝐸𝑀𝑃!" takes on values other than zero and one. For
additional advantages of linear probability estimation, generally, over probit or logit, see Angrist
and Pischke 2009, pp. 197-8; Mroz and Zayats 2008; and Caudill 1988.
5

All estimations here are performed using the raw population weights provided by the
CPS. As the population grows over time, this has the effect of weighting later observations more
than earlier observations in a regression over time. Adjusting the weights so that they add up to
the same number in each month has no appreciable effect on the results. The effect of doing this
is illustrated in the Appendix.8
In order to remove seasonality from the dynamics of the EPOP construction, the raw
individual employment data are transformed through a residual approach. In other words, the
residuals obtained from first regressing the observed individual employment outcomes
(𝐸𝑀𝑃!" =0,1) on monthly indicators are used as the dependent variable in the linear employment
probability model:
𝐸𝑀𝑃_𝑅!" = 𝛼 +

!
!!! 𝛿! 𝑚𝑦!

+ 𝑒!" .

(3')

The residual from regressing 𝐸𝑀𝑃!" on monthly indicators only is what is left over of the
individual's probability of employment after removing monthly variation. The result of this
deseasonalization approach can be seen in Figure 3, panel (b). The parameter coefficients still
closely follow the actual, now seasonally adjusted, EPOP reported by the BLS.9
C. The Adjusted Model
Interpreting period estimates from equation (3') as indicators of labor market strength, or
as employment probabilities rather than as joint employment/participation probabilities, requires
that the error term is uncorrelated with the month/year indicators. Since each person in the
population varies in characteristics that predictably either improve or hamper his/her probability
of employment, and because a person's probability of employment is necessarily correlated with
his/her labor force participation decision, the raw EPOP statistic (or 𝐸𝑀𝑃_𝑅!" coefficients
8
9

The suggestion of this robustness check made by Patrick Higgins is gratefully acknowledged.
The suggestion of this approach made by Chris Cunningham is gratefully acknowledged.
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estimated using month/year indicators alone) suffers from omitted variable bias and will not
reflect the probability of employment for an individual in the population.10 In other words, the
error term in equation (3') is more accurately expressed as follows:
𝑒!" = Ω! 𝑋!" + 𝛾𝐿𝐹𝑃!"∗ + 𝜀!" ,

(4)

where 𝑋!" are individual characteristics, 𝐿𝐹𝑃!"∗ is individual i's unobserved propensity to
participate in the labor market at time t, and 𝜀!" is a random component uncorrelated with 𝑚𝑦!
(or 𝑋!" or 𝐿𝐹𝑃!"∗ ).
If the correlation between the omitted variables in equation (4) and 𝑚𝑦! is nonzero, then
𝛿! (in equation 3') will be biased. More specifically, the stronger the correlation (which appears
to be relevant in the most recent time period), the greater the deviation of 𝑒!" from 𝜀!" , and the
more biased will be 𝛿! . Through and since the Great Recession, the population has undergone
particularly dramatic changes in demographics and labor supply behavior (for example, see
Hotchkiss and Rios-Avila 2013 and Aaronson 2012), increasing the chances for bias in 𝛿! .
To be clear, if one wants an estimate of the joint probability of employment and labor
force participation, then 𝛿! obtained from estimating equation (3) is unbiased. However, if one
wants an estimate of employment probability reflecting labor market strength, then the omitted
variables need to come out of the error term.11
Bringing observed characteristics (such as age and education) out of the error term is
straightforward; they are known and simply included as additional regressors in the estimating

10

Higgins (2014) illustrates the importance of controlling for demographics in assessing the
movement of the EPOP. See Wooldrige (2010: pp. 65-72) for a thorough treatment of omitted
variable bias.
11
An alternative empirical approach would be to model employment and labor force
participation as a bivariate probit with selection (see Hotchkiss 2004), or as a Heckman (1979)
selection model (for the linear equivalent). This approach, however, is akin to modeling the
employment ratio (ER) (one minus the unemployment ratio), rather than EPOP.
7

equation. Controlling for an individual's unobserved propensity to be in the labor market is a
little more complicated. Since 𝐿𝐹𝑃!"∗ is unobserved, we need to construct a proxy. To do so, the
following linear probability model is estimated:
𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" = 𝛽 +

!
!!! 𝜃! 𝑚𝑦!

+ Π ! 𝑋!" + Γ ! 𝑌!" + 𝜈!" ,

(5)

where all terms are as defined above and 𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" is seasonally adjusted (as described above,
using the residual approach) observed individual labor force participation and 𝑌!" are
determinants of the individual's labor force participation decision that are not expected to affect
the individual's employment outcome.
An exclusion variable (𝑌!" ) is required in order to be able to identify the month/year (and
𝑋!" ) coefficients in the employment equation. Typical candidates for such an exclusion variable
in the determination of labor supply are the individual's number of children and nonlabor income.
Both of these characteristics are theorized to affect one's reservation wage (minimum wage
required to enter the labor force), but not to affect one's market wage, hence employment
outcomes. Because of the limitations of the basic CPS Survey (monthly), we only have the
individual's number of children available as an exclusion variable.12 As a rough idea about the
relative empirical importance of the number of children for labor force participation and
employment outcomes, we calculated simple correlation coefficients (for those aged 18 to 54 due
to the timing of raising a family and work life). The correlations between number of children and
labor force participation and employment are -0.02 and -0.005, respectively. In addition, number
of children is a significant determinant of labor force participation decisions (see estimation
12

It would be possible to match spouses in the monthly CPS in order to at least control for
spouse's income, but in order to be useful, we are trying to keep the process as simple as possible
while maintaining the integrity of the estimation. There is a control for marital status in the labor
force participation equation, but it is also used as a regressor in the employment equation, as
others have shown it to be important in the determination of market wage (e.g., see Hotchkiss
and Moore 1999).
8

results in Table 1).
The predicted value of 𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" is then included as an additional regressor in the
employment equation:
𝐸𝑀𝑃_𝑅!" = 𝛼 +

!
!!! 𝛿! 𝑚𝑦!

+ Ω! 𝑋!" + 𝛾𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" + 𝜀!" .

(6)

The estimated 𝛿! coefficients obtained from equation (6) will be free from bias, subject to the
assumptions stated above, and yield an adjusted calculation of the EPOP that does not confound
the population average individual probability of employment with individual characteristics or
individual probability of labor force participation.13

III. Estimation Results
Table 1 reports the estimated parameter coefficients from estimating equations (5) and (6).
Comparing the parameter estimates in columns two and three illustrate how biased the parameter
estimates in the employment equation are when an individual's labor force participation
probability is not accounted for in the regression (i.e., left in the error term). For example, it's
clear that the lower observed joint employment/LFP probability (column 3) among women is
driven by the significantly lower probability of women to participate in the labor market. In
addition, the higher observed probability of joint employment/LFP among Hispanics is being
driven by their higher probability of participating in the labor force, ceteris paribus, and that
participation behavior is driving much of the difference in employment/LFP outcomes across
education groups. While not shown here, these same sorts of biases exist in the estimates of the
month/year indicator coefficients when labor force participation is excluded from the
In order for 𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" to be a consistent proxy for 𝐿𝐹𝑃!"∗ , we must assume that 𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" is
redundant (or ignorable) in the employment equation if we were able to include 𝐿𝐹𝑃!"∗ , and that
once the proxy is controlled for, 𝑚𝑦! are no longer correlated with 𝐿𝐹𝑃!"∗ ; in other words,
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟[𝑚𝑦! ,𝜈!" ] = 0.
13
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employment equation. The importance of the labor force participation decision in the
employment outcome is also seen in the estimated coefficient on 𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" . That coefficient tells
us that a 0.10 percentage point increase in a person's likelihood of participating in the labor
market increases his/her probability of employment by 0.14 percentage points—this "multiplier"
effect of the decision to be in the labor force reflects the fact that being in the labor force is a
necessary condition to being employed.
[Table 1 here]
A. Adjusted vs. Observed EPOP
The implication for removing the omitted variable bias from the coefficient estimates on
the month/year indicators can be seen in Figure 4, which plots the month/year coefficients from
estimating equation (3') (the solid black line), which, recall, matches the actual EPOP statistic
reported by the BLS; the month/year coefficients from estimating equation (6), excluding
𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!" (the solid gray line); and the month/year coefficients from estimating the fully specified
equation (6) (the black dashed line). All three sets of coefficients are anchored at December 2007,
the peak of the previous business cycle (i.e., the month/year indicator excluded from the
estimation corresponds to December 2007).
[Figure 4 here]
Note that when the probability of labor force participation is excluded from the estimation of the
joint employment/LFP outcome, relatively low probabilities of labor force participation in any
given month/year (i.e., 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟[𝑚𝑦! , 𝑒!" ] < 0 in equation 3') will pull down employment, biasing
that coefficient, 𝛿! , as an indicator of the average employment outcome, downward. Removing
the confounding influence of the probability of labor force participation reveals that the
population employment probability (adjusted EPOP) has risen to its prerecession level of 62.8
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percent. Note that inclusion of the probability of labor force participation has a greater influence
on the estimated month/year coefficients than merely including controls for demographics. This
suggests that individual behavior changed more dramatically over this time period than did
demographics of those participating in the labor force.14
Figure 5 compares this adjusted EPOP to the movement in the ER (one minus UR),
illustrating what we already knew—the stagnation observed in the EPOP derives from the
ongoing declines in labor supply behavior. However, without the adjusted EPOP, it was unclear
how much of that stagnation resulted from labor supply behavior and how much derived from a
weak labor market. Figures 4 and 5 tell us that pretty much all of the stagnation in EPOP is the
result of changing labor supply. Also, note that the adjusted EPOP does not merely replicate the
movement in the ER—the fall in the ER prior to the 2001 recession is steeper and deeper than the
fall in the adjusted EPOP, and the rise in the ER post-Great Recession is (slightly) steeper than
the rise in the adjusted EPOP.
[Figure 5 here]
B. Adjusted EPOP by Age and Education
While on average the population may have achieved its prerecession probability of
employment, there may be some heterogeneity in experience by characteristics, such as age and
education. The analysis above was repeated for three age groups (16–24, 25–54, and 55+) and
two education groups, those with a high school degree only and those with at least a college
degree. While there are some relatively minor differences in experience, all groups compared
have either regained all of their loss in employment probability or nearly regained all of their loss.
14

An analogous estimation (not shown here, but available upon request) of the employment rate
(ER), which reflects employment outcomes conditional on labor force participation, shows that
impact in Figure 4 of including demographics derives from changes in demographics of labor
force participants, rather than changes in demographics of those who are employed.
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Figure 6 illustrates that not only did those with only a high school degree experience a
greater loss in employment probability during the Great Recession than those with at least a
college degree (3pp vs. 2pp), they also have not regained as much of their loss. High school
grads have regained 41 percent of their employment probability loss whereas college graduates
have regained 53 percent of their loss.
[Figure 6 here]
In spite of the dismal picture we might have of youth employment prospects (or, maybe,
because of it, see, for example, Fogg and Harrington 2011 and Wirtz 2007), Figure 7 illustrates
that those aged between 16 and 24 have regained more of their steep drop in employment
probability experienced during the Great Recession than those aged 25 to 54 or those 55 and
older. The youth have regained 144 percent of their drop, whereas 25- to 54-year-olds and those
55 and older have regained 71 percent and 46 percent of their losses, respectively.
[Figure 7 here]

IV. Conclusions
There is likely universal agreement that the most important measure of a strong labor
market is employment growth. But how much employment growth is sustainable and necessary
for attaining maximum employment? By focusing on the raw employment-to-population ratio
(EPOP), some appear to be arguing that the strength of employment growth should be gauged by
whether some undefined share of the population is employed; this leaves open the question of
what that share should be—anyone in the population group, or anyone in the population group
who wants a job (labor force participants)?
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This paper proposes a methodology for adjusting the EPOP to account for labor force
participation decisions. The adjusted EPOP offers a measure of employment outcomes,
unconfounded by labor supply behavior. The adjusted EPOP presented here confirms what we
already knew—that the stagnation of the EPOP since the end of the Great Recession is the result
of continued declines in the labor force participation rate. However, by stripping the EPOP of
confounding changes in labor supply we uncover a story that is more consistent with what
movements in the UR rate have been telling us—the adjusted EPOP has regained its
prerecession level of nearly 63 percent. Youth have regained even more, and those 25 to 54
regained 71 percent of their loss over the sample period. As a point of reference, by the end of
2013 the UR had recovered roughly 66 percent of the climb to its peak of 10 percent.
Of course, there remains the issue of declining labor force participation. This is a
legitimate but different concern than whether the labor market is providing enough jobs.15 As
fewer people want to participate in the labor market, or as population growth slows, the economy
potentially runs into problems fueling desired economic growth.16 In addition, the question of
underemployment has been raised. Whereas the adjusted EPOP (and UR for that matter) treats
all jobs the same, the elevated level of workers who are employed part-time but would like a fulltime job (i.e., part-time for economic reasons) reminds us that not all jobs are created equal. In
other words, if all workers were involuntarily part-time employed, the resulting adjusted EPOP
of 100 percent would be masking a significant underutilization of human resources (for example,
see Altig 2014, Robertson 2014, and Valletta and Bengali 2013).
15

There has been much discussion about cyclical versus structural changes in the LFPR and the
implications of those changes for assessing labor market strength and labor utilization. For
example, see Pitts et al. (2014), Hotchkiss and Rios-Avila (2013), Altig (2012), Aaronson et al.
(2012), Anderson (2012), and Harley (2011).
16
See Matheny (2009) for how trend growth in labor force participation contributes to estimates
of potential GDP growth.
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Figure 1 The Unemployment Rate and Employment-to-Population Ratio, Jan. 1970–March 2014.

Note: Gray bars reflect recessionary periods.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey.
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Figure 2 Comparing CPS Survey Data with Official BLS Reported Statistics, November 1999 through December 2013.
Panel (a): Employment-to-Population Ratio
Panel (b): The Unemployment Rate

Panel (c): The Labor Force Participation Rate

Note: Gray bars reflect recessionary periods. November 1999 is the first month used for the analysis in this paper since it is the first
month in which an important regressor need for estimation is available.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and author's calculations using the Current Population Survey
18

Figure 3 Estimated Coefficients from Month/Year Indicators in a Linear Employment Probability Regression and the EPOP reported by the
BLS, November 1999 through December 2013.
Panel (a): Nonseasonally adjusted
Panel (b): Seasonally adjusted

Note: Gray bars reflect recessionary periods.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and author's calculations using the Current Population Survey.
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Figure 4 Probability of Employment Estimates for Different Model Specifications.

Notes: Population 16-plus years. Gray bars reflect recessionary periods. Point of reference
(excluded month/quarter from estimation) is December 2007, the peak of the previous business
cycle.
Source: Author's calculations using the Current Population Survey.
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Figure 5 Adjusted EPOP and the ER (1-UR).

Notes: Population 16-plus years. Gray bars reflect recessionary periods. Point of reference
(excluded month/quarter from estimation) is December 2007, the peak of the previous business
cycle.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and author's calculations using the Current Population
Survey.
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Figure 6 Observed and Adjusted EPOP for Those 25 Years and Older, by Education Level.

Notes: Gray bars reflect recessionary periods. Point of reference (excluded month/quarter from
estimation) is December 2007, the peak of the previous business cycle.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and author's calculations using the Current Population
Survey.
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Figure 7 Adjusted EPOP by Different Age Groups.
Panel (a): Ages 16–24
Panel (b): Ages 25–54

Panel (c): Ages 55+

Notes: Gray bars reflect recessionary periods. Point of reference (excluded month/quarter from estimation) is December 2007, the peak of the
previous business cycle.
Source: Author's calculations using the Current Population Survey.
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Table 1. Linear Probability Estimates from Two-Step Estimation of Labor Force Participation
and Employment.
Regressors
EMP_R
LFP_R
EMP_R
equation (6)
equation (5)
equation (6)
excluding 𝐿𝐹𝑃_𝑅!"
(1)
(2)
(3)
age
0.0370***
-0.0152*
0.0370***
(0.00004)
(0.0079)
(0.00004)
age2
-0.0005***
0.0002**
-0.0005***
(0.0000003)
(0.0001)
(0.0000004)
female
-0.1136***
0.0585**
-0.1020***
(0.0002)
(0.242)
(0.0002)
married_sp
-0.0091***
0.0237***
0.0102***
(0.0003)
(0.0020)
(0.0003)
black
-0.0333***
-0.0138*
-0.0610***
(0.0004)
(0.0071)
(0.0004)
othrace
-0.0480***
0.0184*
-0.0494***
(0.0005)
(0.0102)
(0.0005)
hispanic
0.0237***
-0.0151***
0.0182***
(0.0004)
(0.0050)
(0.0004)
hs
0.1492***
-0.0602*
0.1505***
(0.0004)
(0.0318)
(0.0004)
scoll
0.1850***
-0.0634
0.1979***
(0.0004)
(0.0394)
(0.0004)
ba
0.2324***
-0.0748
0.2535***
(0.0004)
(0.0495)
(0.0004)
grad
0.2628***
-0.0839
0.2873***
(0.0005)
(0.0560)
(0.0005)
mw
0.0239***
-0.0136***
0.0201***
(0.0003)
(0.0051)
(0.0003)
south
-0.0035***
0.0043***
-0.0006*
(0.0003)
(0.0008)
(0.0003)
west
-0.0044***
-0.0047***
-0.0109***
(0.0003)
(0.0010)
(0.0004)
chldnm
-0.0006***
--(0.0001)
lfp_res_hat
-1.4124***
-(0.2130)
_cons
-0.6312***
0.2236*
-0.6677***
(0.0016)
(0.1344)
(0.0017)
N (unwieghted)
17,733,495
17,733,495
17,733,495	
  
Adjusted R2
0.2951
0.2647
0.2647
Notes: *** indicates significant at the 1% level; ** 5%; * 10%. Robust standard errors are in
parentheses. Sample contains individuals aged 16+. Dec. 2007 is omitted.
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Appendix: Adjusting Weights to Account for Population Growth
When using population weights in a regression over time, later time periods are weighted more
heavily than earlier time periods, simply because of population growth. In order to see whether
this influences the results in this paper, the analysis was performed again with weights adjusted
so that they sum to the same value in each month. Figure A1 illustrates that doing this has no
appreciable impact on the results—the gray dashed line (using adjusted weights) is very close to
the black dashed lines (using raw weights).

Figure A1 Probability of Employment Estimates Using Raw Population Weights and Weights
Adjusted for Population Growth

Note: See Chart 4 in text.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and author's calculations using the Current Population
Survey.
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